Join us at our next Read ‘n Share meeting
on November 10th at 7:30 pm
Bring a list of titles and authors you have enjoyed and find out what others are reading

Read ‘n Share Titles
September 16, 2014 Meeting
Fiction
Edited by Baldacci, David

FaceOff – Features pairings of twenty-three best-selling suspense writers who in short
high-action stories pit their most popular characters against one another.

Binchy, Maeve

Chestnut Street – A posthumously published collection of short stories revolving
around an imaginary street in Dublin.

Cabot, Sam

Skin of the Wolf – A vampire art historian and a Jesuit Priest embark on a search to
find a sacred Iroquois mask after a colleague is attacked by a shape shifter (Sequel to
Blood of the Lamb).

Faye, Lyndsay

The Gods of Gotham -A member of the newly founded NYPD assumes his duties
near a notorious slum and stumbles upon a killer who preys on children.

Harnett, Natalie

Hollow Ground– Amid the underground mine fires of 1960s Pennsylvania, a girl
makes a grisly discovery in an abandoned mine shaft that unearths decades-old secrets.

Hood, Ann

Red Thread – After a tragedy, a woman opens an adoption agency for baby girls
from China and learns the stories of both the adoptive parents and birth mothers.

Joyce, Rachel

Perfect – In the English countryside a twelve-year-old boy struggles with events that
his mother does not seem to remember and tries to discover what really happened.

King, Stephen

11/22/63 – An ordinary schoolteacher travels back in time in order to prevent the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

Kubica, Mary

The Good Girl – The daughter of a judge is abducted by a man who picks her up in a
bar but hides her in a cabin instead of turning her over to the man who hired him.

Little, Elizabeth

Dear Daughter – A woman tries to clear her name after being released on a
technicality from prison where she served time for murdering her mother.

Malerman, Josh

Bird Box - A single mother and her children take a terrifying trip blindfolded in a
world where the sight of something unknown drives people to violence.

McDermid, Val

Northanger Abbey– In this modern twist on Jane Austen's novel, a sheltered young
woman goes to stay at a mansion that stirs the darkest recesses of her imagination.

McDermid, Val

A Place of Execution- Thirty years after a girl disappears from tiny, remote English
village new evidence comes to light leading to a reinvestigation of the case.

Milchman, Jenny

Ruin Falls –A woman must unravel a twisted web of secrets and lies to find her
children when they mysteriously vanish while on vacation.

Nesbo, Jo

The Son- A man, serving time for crimes he did not commit in exchange for heroin,
learns disturbing truths about his police officer father's suicide.

Moriarity, Liane

The Husband’s Secret – Finding a letter to be opened only when her husband dies, a
woman is unable to resist reading it and discovers a life shattering secret.

Penny, Louise

The Long Way Home - A retired Quebec homicide detective reluctantly agrees to
help a neighbor search for her estranged husband. (Inspector Armand Gamache
mysteries #10)

Schoenewaldt, Pamela

When We Were Strangers– Chronicles the tumultuous life journey of a young
seamstress as she travels from her Italian village to America in the late 19th century.

Searles, John

Strange but True – A girl who claims she is pregnant with her boyfriend’s child,
despite the fact that he died five years earlier, causes turmoil for his family.

St. John Mandel, Emily

Station Eleven - Examines the collapse of civilization after a deadly flu, moving
among the first days of the plague to years before it to decades after it.

Non- Fiction
Yousef, Mosab Hassan

Sons of Hamas - The son of a founding member of Hamas tells of his life, his
decision to emigrate to America and his conversion to Christianity.

